The Temporal Dynamics of
Emotion Regulation: An EEG
Study of Distraction and
Reappraisal
Thiruchselvam et al., 2011

Background
Distraction and reappraisal
are common cognitive
strategies for emotion
regulation (ER)

Distraction: deploying
attention away from an
emotional event

Reappraisal: reevaluating
meaning of an emotional
event
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Emotion Generation Process Model

Late Positive Potential (LPP)
ERP component sensitive to the meaning of emotional
stimuli
• Unpleasant stimulus evaluated as neutral à smaller LPP
• Neutral stimulus evaluated as unpleasant à larger LPP

LPP can elucidate the temporal dynamics of cognitive
ER
• Early reduction of LPP à limited meaning processing
• Later reduction of LPP à meaning processing

Aims & Hypotheses
To examine the temporal dynamics of distraction and reappraisal initially and
at re-exposure.
+ H1: Distraction will intervene in the emotion-generative trajectory earlier than
reappraisal
+ Distraction will reduce LPP at the beginning
+ Reappraisal will reduce LPP later
+ H2: Previous distraction and reappraisal will differentially affect the emotional
response at re-exposure
+ Distraction history will generate a larger LPP
+ Reappraisal history will generate smaller LPP

Participants
• 18 undergraduates
ER Experimental Task

Methods

• Four trial types: VIEW, WATCH, DISTRACT & REAPPRAISE
• VIEW & WATCH à look at the image
• DISTRACT à generate thoughts unrelated to the image (e.g.,
geometric design)
• REAPPRAISE à change construal of the image (e.g., view as
detached observer)
Re-Exposure Task
• Participants instructed to just look at the images
LPP Recordings
• Continuous recordings with standard Ag/AgCl electrodes from
42 sites

Results
+ Distraction and Reappraisal attenuated LPP during emotion regulation at different stages
+ Distraction modulated LPP at 300ms (early on)
+ Reappraisal modulated LPP at 1500ms (later on)
+ Upon re-exposure, images with a distraction history evoked a larger LPP compared to
control images
+ Upon re-exposure, images with a reappraisal history evoked a smaller LPP between 800ms
and 1400ms

LPP by Instruction
Type during ER
Task

SPN by Instruction Type
during cuing window of
ER Task

LPP BY
INSTRUCTION
HISTORY

Conclusions
+ Findings support that distraction and reappraisal engage distinct mechanisms for
emotion regulation
+ Both reduce negative emotional responding, but reappraisal has more
enduring effects on ER than distraction
+ Limitations
+ Small sample size
+ History effects on LPP limited to specific time window
+ History effects on LPP did not align with self-reported valance and arousal
+ Specific forms of reappraisal were not constrained (e.g., situation- vs. selffocused)

Let’s Discuss: Experimental Task
+ In the Thiruchselvam et al. (2011) study, the authors examined two hypotheses related to
reappraisal and distraction as emotional regulation techniques. In the reappraisal trials,
participants were asked to "feel neutral" or to assume the scenario would "resolve" over
time. This condition appeared to prime a negative -> neutral reappraising. How would the
effects have differed if they utilized a different sort of reappraisal, such as negative > humorous (i.e., gallows humor).
+ Within the task, it mentions that the VIEW image had a background that was white, for the
WATCH image it was black, DISTRACT was blue, and REAPPRIASE was green. If a person
was not color blind, then this might have benefited them. However, if a person was color
blind, they might not have seen the assisting factor and therefore would have been
negatively impacted in their ability to recognize the differences. Although the color was
more of an aid in assisting the participants to effectively toggle between different trial
types, would those who are color blind have a different experience that could impact
their results?

Let’s Discuss: The Sample
+ First, there was such a small sample, making it difficult to make generalizations of the
results. Secondly, the sample was mostly young adults. I wonder if we would see the
same results using an older sample? Maybe the older sample would show
differences in emotion regulation strategies?
+ The Thiruchselvam (2011) study had quite a small sample size and consisted of all
undergraduate students. I am interested to see what the results of this study would
look like in different populations and with a larger sample size. Would middle
aged adults also demonstrate distraction and reappraisal intervene at separate
stages during emotion regulation? How about older adults? Does this change
over the course of the lifespan?

Let’s discuss: Beyond the Lab
+ The Thiruchselvam paper examined the EEG underpinnings of two emotional
regulation techniques. The cognitive reappraisal (although usually with a different
name- cognitive restructuring) is commonly used in psychotherapy. I wonder if there
is any study examining the ecological validity of such practice in clinical
settings.

Reconfiguration of Brain
Networks Supporting Inhibition
of Emotional Challenge
Bartholomew et al., 2019

Background
Emotional information affects attention
• When emotional information is irrelevant, attending to it interferes with goaloriented responding
Inhibitory control handles irrelevant information
• Entails down-regulation of an incorrect response in favor of a task appropriate
response
In the context of the Stroop Task
• Inhibitory processes facilitate ignoring color information in order to identify
ink color in the Color Word Stroop Task (CWS)
• This processes are supported by a network comprising frontal, parietal, and
subcortical regions

Graph Theory shows increasing
demands for inhibitory control in
the CWS is linked to the
reorganization of global neural
networks

Regions supporting goal-driven
inhibition processes in the CWS

Network Optimization = more
specialization (high global
efficiency) + disruption resiliency
(higher assortivity)

Left inferior frontal sulcus (IFS)
Right Anterior Insula
Dorsal Anterior Cingulate Cortex
(dACC)

Network Reorganization

Enter Emotional Information
Emotional Word Stroop
Task (EWS)
Regions implicated in
stimulus-driven emotional
processing
When emotionally salient
stimuli is present, the
inhibitory control network
needs to work with
emotion salience regions

• Amygdala à stimulus salience
processing
• Parietal and occipitotemporal
regions à emotion recognition
• Hippocampus à affective
memory reconstruction

• Assesses inhibition following
emotion processing
• Emotional words à limbic
system activation à attending
to and processing emotional
content à depleted attention +
performance detraction à
increase reaction time

But what does the interplay of inhibitory control and emotion
salience regions look like? How are these regions interacting?

Aim & Hypotheses
+ To identify processes by which brain networks
restructure to support cognitive control in the
face of emotional distractors in an Emotional
Word Stroop Task
+ H1: IFS will remain a primary sub-network
hub for inhibition, regardless of the response
that’s inhibited
+ H2: Irrelevant emotional stimuli would draw
more posterior parietal and limbic nodes
into the IFS sub-network to offset emotionrelated distraction and facilitate task
completion

Method
+ Participants
+ 133 community adults (Mean age =
35)
+ Emotion-word Stroop Task
+ 16 blocks: 4 positive, 4 negative, 8
neutral
+ Reaction Time (RT) and Accuracy
data collected
+ fMRI Recordings
+ MPRAGE structural MRI data
acquired on a Siemens 3T scanner

Network Connections
• Connectivity strength varied in two subnetworks
• Prefrontal nodes connected to temporal, parietal, and hippocampal
regions (implicates inhibitory control processes)
• Thalamic hub connected to the prefrontal cortex, insula, cingulate, and
occipital and temporal cortices (implicates emotional processing)

Global Network Properties
• Network restructuring in response to high arousal emotional stimuli
• Increases in clustering of nodes into specialized clusters (transitivity)
• Communication efficiency between these clusters (global efficiency)

Results

Local Properties
• IFG and thalamus à increased efficiency of specialized network function
and information transfer
• Precuneus à supported inhibition of emotional responding
• Insula à facilitated information exchange during emotion inhibition

+ Network configuration showing stronger
connectivity during positive relative to
negative words

+ Network configurations increasing in
strength during negative relative to
positive words

+ Network configurations increasing in strength during
negative relative to positive words

Conclusions
+Brain networks restructure to facilitate emotion inhibition
+ More specialization within modules
+ More efficient communication between modules

+Emotion inhibition is supported by interactions between two
networks
+ Goal-driven inhibitory control network mediated by the prefrontal cortex
+ Stimulus-driven emotion salience network mediated by the thalamus

+Limitations
+ What about the amygdala?

Let’s discuss: Methods
+ In the Bartholomew et al. (2019) article, they excluded left-handedness from their
participant sample. Since handedness can impact functioning diffferently, how much
of a difference would right-handed individuals exhibit on these tasks in emotion
inhibition compared to their left-handed peers? Would they be similar to the
point that the left-handedness exclusionary criteria would not be necessary?

+ The experimental design is inherently biased towards those who are native
English speakers. I also think there are broader concerns regarding the
ecological validity of these designs. I know this is preliminary work, but the
use of the emotion-word Stroop lacks ecological validity, in my opinion. I am
curious if others have thoughts about alternative experimental designs?

